
In recent months there have been several large machines 
in our paint shop. In the months of March and April, for 
example, we spent 20 working days painting a Demag 
CC 8800-1 (see photo report on the right). By order of the 
factory, the crane was delivered to us in the factory primer 
and we painted it in the desired colours for the end user.

There are also great assignments ahead for the coming 
months. We will paint a large number of cranes for the 
Liebherr, Tadano Faun and Tadano Demag factories. In 
addition, various painting orders from crane companies 
are also planned for this quarter.

Are you also interested in having your equipment sprayed? 
Please let us know. We would like to meet you without 
obligation to see what we can do for you!

Companies we spray for include:
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Photo report 
Demag CC 8800-1

Gouweleeuw:
The paint shop
for vertical
transport

Would you like to see more of the Demag CC 8800-1 project?Then watch the video on:www.gouweleeuw.com/en/
work-process-tadano-demag-cc-8800-1

We spray cranes  1000 ton, including: 
 Mobile cranes    Crawler cranes    Tower cranes 

 
In addition, we spray: 

 Aerial platforms   Telehandlers    Trucks



If desired, we can take care of transport of the crane.
We arrange international transport as well as transport
from the port for you. For example, for the Allelys Group
(England) we collected the crane from the harbour and
upon delivery we have put it back on the ferry to England.
Would you like to know more about our transport service?
Please contact us to discuss the options.

Transport service

Highlighted project: 
Tadano ATF 70-4
Fricke-Schmidbauer

Fricke-Schmidbauer about Gouweleeuw

'We needed a 70-tonne crane at short notice for our new 
facility in Hamburg. Tadano Faun GmbH was able to help 
us quickly with a young used vehicle.

We have entrusted Gouweleeuw with the task of painting 
the crane in our corporate colours. From the first contact to 
the delivery of the finished crane, we always felt that we 
were in good hands. Our used crane is indistinguishable 
from new.

Thanks to the Gouweleeuw team!' 

For over 30 years we have been leaders in our industry. As 
a result, we have been able to supply our customers with 
many painted machines in recent years that find their way 
all over the world! Below you can see one of our recent 
projects:
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